LANCASHIRE 2013

MRS JOAN SMITH

My thanks to Chris and her team for the kind invitation. My steward Daniel worked very
well and travelled a fair distance just to steward, thank you so much . He handles the cats
with great care and keeps me in order too.

PERSIAN
TORTIE & WHITE ADULT
1ST CC BOB MANNINGS GIVE ME A KISS KOCILLA
A very pretty tortie and white just 9 months old. She was far happier in her pen where she
looked far more relaxed. Round head with well positioned neat ears, lovely deep copper
eyes, short nose, quite small nostrils , firm chin, bite just about acceptable wouldn’t like it
to go more under. Well patched coat , one white ear and one black and an attractive
beauty spot to face. Black needs to be denser but she is only young so time on her side, it
was broken with rich red and sparkling white. Compact shape, well presented.
BICOLOURED KITTEN
1ST BOB GLEDHILL CLOVERHILL SWEET VIOLET
A very bonny red and white kitten 6 months old. Lovely head shape, width between small
ears, round large expressive copper eyes. Level bite, fat cheeks and firm chin. White
moustache to face ,white to tummy, chest and all legs with the rest of her coat quite pale
but sound red. Full coat excellent presentation , well grown with a very sweet
temperament.
2ND MANNINGS ALGERNON WHOLE LOTTAROSIE
Another very attractive red and white just a couple of months older. Wide top of head,
just slightly uneven. Well set neat ears, round large orange eyes, very slight gutters, short
nose, cheeks just starting to filling out, acceptable bite and ample chin. Attractive white
tipping to ears, rich red to face with a red patch on back , full red tail with the rest of her
coat sparkling white. Cobby build, good weight ,well presented and handled well.
AC PERSIAN NOVICE
1ST SIMPSON MAGINOIRE HOT ROD
Very handsome red silver tabby exotic, only young not yet a year old.
2ND HARROP HADFIELS KING OFHEARTS
Another handsome exotic a blue tabby coming up to 5 years old.
3RD JAYJON SOMETHINGSPECIAL
A young black male good black coat .
AC PERSIAN NON SELF NEUTER
1ST CASE CH & I GRPR GEMKIN JAZZY JASPER
A really handsome red and white male good head type and groomed to the last hair a
pleasure to judge.
2ND WILKINSON GRPR TAMOSAH INFERNO
Handsome chap but not a black shaded cameo, but a very good black smoke.

SIAMESE
TORTIE POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
1ST BROWN BURNTHWAITES MAYFLOWER 321 25.06.12
Dainty chocolate tortie point kitten, nearly an adult but still very much a kitten. Small
feminine head, short even wedge, slight dip to profile and forehead a touch flat with a
slight bump at back of head. Good top of head with width between generous, wide based
flared ears., Initially she was reluctant to open her eyes so difficult to assess colour but
gradually we gained her trust and she fully opened them to reveal bright deep blue .
Level bite chin falls away slightly .Dark chocolate points showing some warmth, broken
with varying shades of red. Mask only just broken, ears were very well mingled with rich
red , pity the red on her other points wasn’t as rich . Short ivory fine textured coat
showing some toning shading. Small frame , length to lean body, supported on long legs
with small neat paws and a long whip tail to balance. Well shown and in good condition,
just needs to mature a little more.
AC ORIENTAL ADULT
1ST BROWNRIGG GRCH HEMLOCK BOBBI DAZZLER 37d 23.07.11
A very attractive red oriental female 20 months old. Stylish regal head carried on graceful
neck. Strong even wedge , almost straight profile, large wide based ears complimenting
her wedge. Lovely alert oriental set and shaped eyes of bright green. Acceptable scissor
bite and firm chin. Short glossy coat lying close to body, quite sound throughout , a deep
rich red showing an acceptable amount of tabby pattern. Good weight, long muscular
body supported on slim legs and a long tapering tail. A beautiful female a joy to judge
and handle.
AC ORIENTAL MAIDEN ADULT
1ST BROWRIGG ENZO FERRARI DE ORO 4102.05.12
A very imposing chap, a 10 month old wonderful brown tabby oriental. Strong long even
wedge, almost straight profile. Generously large, wide based ears balancing his wedge.
Bright alert green oriental eyes well set. Correct bite and fair strength to chin. Very well
marked classic pattern, M to forehead with clear scarab between his ears. Cheek ribbons,
whisker spots and thumb prints to ears. Unbroken necklaces, clear butterfly, spine lines
broken. Large matching oysters on flanks, pale tummy spots, bracelets to all legs and a
well ringed tail. Dense glossy black markings , ground colour a cool dark bronze ,for
perfection would have liked this paler and warmer , but the perfect cat has not been bred
as yet. Muscular frame with lean long body, elegant neck, slim long legs finished with a
long whip tail. So easy to handle and I thank the owner for showing him under me and in
such lovely condition.
2ND HELM VELVETENA FAWNYKACHON 37r 31.05.12
An attractive fawn female again very similar in age. Short wedge showing pronounced
pinch to muzzle. Fairly large flared ears which could have been better set. Bright green
eyes which she did hold a little full and were a little straight set. Correct bite, chin does
fall away slightly. Quite short coat of fine texture ,it was an even mushroom colour with
cool tones, sound on head and spine just very slightly paler at roots on flanks. Good
weight to body, lean and strong legs with neat small paws, and a moderately long tail.
Shown in good condition and sweet tempered.

AC ORIENTAL MAIDEN NEUTER
1ST HARDY PIPPASTRO RED JAZZPURR 6220d 24.02.12
A large well built red tabby LH oriental male just over a year old. Rather nervous so
didn’t show himself off to his full advantage. Moderately large head, even wedge, almost
straight profile , quite large well furnished flared ears which balanced his wedge.
Oriental bright green eyes, showing a rather worried look today due to nerves. Correct
bite and fair chin. Tabby pattern clear on head a little diffused on body , faint rings just
visible on tail .Coat a rich sound red ,with a little length , tuffs behind ears and to feet
with a nicely plumed tapering tail. Long strong body, fairly long neck , long legs and
paws in proportion. Hope to see this chap again when he has overcome his nerves.
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2RD DRAPER TOGAR SONG SUNG BLUE 37a 08.03.12
Handsome blue male just a year old. Moderately long wedge a trifle narrow, almost
straight profile, fair width to top of head which was a little flat. Large flared ears, which
he had a tendency to hold a little upright. Bright green eyes set a little deep, good shape
sloping towards broad nose, level bite, a little more strength needed to chin. Sound coat
reasonably short rather cold dark blue lying close to body, in good condition with a
healthy gloss. Lean body ,good neck carriage, slim legs tapering tail which just needs
another inch for balance. He was a little unsure today so didn’t show himself off too
well, just needs a little more confidence.

AC ORIENTAL VISITORS NEUTER
1ST NELSON’S GR PR TIDDLYPOO JUSTIN TYME 38d 25.02.06
Mature spotted red tabby male 7 years old and shown in lovely condition. Moderate
wedge with slight dip to profile, narrow muzzle, quite large flared ears with fair width to
top of head which was slightly flat. Level bite chin falls away. Alert bright pale green
oriental shaped eyes a touch deep set. Attractive freckles to nose and lips. Clear tabby
pattern to head, M to forehead, eye lines, whisker spots and thumb prints to ears. Body
coat showed very faint markings one broken necklace, spine line just about broken, faint
spots to tummy, bracelets to legs, rings to tail, spots were rather diffused and quite a lot
of linkage. Mid red, short close lying coat ,sound to roots and showing a healthy shine.
His pattern was very faint. It wasn’t helped penned next to a red cat showing a very
definite spotted pattern and he was a self. Large strong male good length body
supported on slim legs, quite long tail just a tiny pip at tip. Handled very well, and in
excellent condition.

AC SIAMESE/BALINESE ARISTOCAT ADULT
1ST MOORE ADZWOAM DANCER 32 8 15.12.11
A young small caramel tabby female 1.3 years old. Small head, short wedge with quite a
good profile much better than face on, needing more width between her ears which could

have been lower and have a wider base. Level bite , chin does fall away . Mid blue eyes,
rather full and straight set. Sludgy brown tabby pattern, M to fore head, eye ribbons
spotty whisker pads, clear thumb prints to ears. Bracelets to legs and well ringed tail.
Coat was a touch long ,it did lie close to body, some shading to off white body but there
was contrast. Well shown and very friendly.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE TITLED ADULT
1ST MORGAN CH ASTRALBLAESE PEGASUS 24c
28.05.2006
Mature lilac male just coming up to 7 years old. Moderately long wedge, broad nose,
muzzle a little blunt. Ears were positioned quite well but needed to be larger to balance
wedge. Oriental shaped eyes a little deep set, bright blue with an intermittent squint.
Level bite, chin falls away slightly. Lilac points are a flat colour and needed more pink
tones, virtually clear magnolia coat , reasonably short ,it was quite thick so didn’t lie as
close as it should. This could have been due to the very cold weather ,a stud cat and
living outside. . Good elegant shape, he was a good weight but his back bone was quite
prominent , slim legs and quite long tapering tail
CINNAMON/CARAMEL SIAMESE ADULT
1st MORGAN IGRCH ASTRALBLAESE ANDROMEDA 24 n 21. 11. 2004
Mature lilac based caramel female in her 9th year. Moderately long wedge , almost
straight profile, large flared ears which balanced her wedge. Oriental mid blue eyes
slightly full today and they could have been a deeper shade of blue. Incisors missing but
bite did look correct with depth to chin.. Looking good for her age today ,she still has
elegance, lean body with slim legs and oval feet, long tapering tail. Coat was a good
texture but a little long, it did lie close to body. There was a little shading which did tone
with her brownish grey well matched caramel points.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE LIMIT KITTEN
1ST WEBB PIPPASTRO LUKESTAR 61b 21.07.12
Chocolate point Balinese male kitten 7 months old. Handsome boy with some style, even
wedge , looked far better in profile than straight on. Almost straight profile, wide based
ears balancing wedge. They were well furnished with tips. Oriental light blue eyes which
he had a tendency to hold slightly full. They did look better when he relaxed ,but would
have liked them with more depth of colour. Acceptable scissor bite chin falls away
slightly. Incomplete mask showing brindling around eyes looking like a pair of glasses
this didn’t help the eye shape. Dark chocolate points with a little warmth. Cream coat lay
close over body just starting to flow, it did have a little toning shading. Fringing starting
to develop at base of ears and around neck. Good weight , well toned body , lean long
legs with tufted paws and a moderately long plumed tail.
2ND RYAN RIDESTAR SEVERN SUNRISE 61dt 20.06.12
A very well built red tabby male just short of being an adult. Quite a long wedge, ears
needed to be wider set and larger to balance wedge. Almost straight profile, broad nose,
slight pinch. Mid bright blue eyes which were a little full and slightly straight set.
Correct bite chin did fall away slightly. Rich red tabby points, M to forehead, eye
ribbons, whisker spots, and clear thumb prints to ears. Bracelets to legs and plume did
show some rings. Unfortunately he had some stud tail so plume didn’t seem as full as it
really was, I did take time to speak to the owner so she could remedy this in the future.

Virtually clear warm white body coat lying close across body just starting to develop
some fringing. Excellent boning would pass easily for an adult, long strong body carried
on lean long legs with tufted paws and a tapering long tail. Lovely temperament
hopefully he will be better presented next time.
If he had been better prepared I would have been happy to award him a first prize as a
kitten.
SEAL.BLUE/CHOC SIAMESE/BALINESE NEUTER
1ST CALLOWAY GRPR DRESTOTHRIL DAQUARI 24b 24.10.10
A stylish chocolate point male 2 years old. Long even wedge ,almost straight profile just
a tiny dip. Forehead was a little flat and there was a visible bump to back of head. Large
flared wide based ears completing the wedge, so he was far better viewed face on. Only
a few teeth remaining but bite did look level with chin a little weak. Bright mid blue
eyes, good shape just a little deep set. Some warmth to dark chocolate points, some
brindling around eyes on mask, legs even and dark chocolate tail. Some toning shading to
ivory body coat but there was contrast. Strong lean frame, slim long legs, with small
paws and a moderately long whip tail. Well shown and a very friendly chap.

